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“Integration of Indian Medicinal System into Modern Medicine”
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Supported by

Venue: Nims University, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India
It is my immense pleasure and honor to cordially invite you to participate in National Symposium on “Integration of Indian Medicinal System into Modern Medicine” – An approach by AYUSH” to be organized by society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, Transplant and Nutrition (SPGHTN) at Nims University at Jaipur, Rajasthan, India on February 11th, 2016. The aim of this workshop is to illuminate the time-tested knowledge of Ayurveda with up to date insights from modern science. This scientific workshop program will to embark upon promoting ayurvedic research in area of Hepatology, Gastroentrology, Transplant and Nutrition so as to bring the credibility and respect that ayurvedic medicine rightly deserves.

Leading ayurvedic practitioners and researchers from around the world will come together to show case scientifically verified solutions to today’s problems in the fields of individual and public health. All health professionals wishing to expand the scope and effectiveness of their medical practice are invited to join this workshop to gain insights for improving the health care systems and reduce the treatment cost.

We are looking forward to welcome you on 11th February 2016.

Sincerely yours,

PROF. (DR.) BALVIR S. TOMAR
President SPGHTN-2016
“Integration of Indian Medicinal System into Modern Medicine”

The aim and basic idea of this symposium to integrating allopathy with ayurveda is to explore anything and everything from these medicine systems for the benefit of patient and to include in the mainstream medicine to expand the already existing therapeutic armamentarium for new challenges of the modern world. Prioritizing allopathy over ayurveda is similar as a warrior carrying only sword, but not the shield. This shield in healthcare system is provided by ayurveda, which mainly aims at prevention of the disease before it occurs. Prophylaxis in allopathy is only limited to either vaccination, where specific cause for infection is known or through periodic physical examinations, which again only aims to diagnose the disease at early stage and prevent its complication but does not target prevention of the disease occurrence. Hence, amalgamation of the two systems will assure both shield and the sword with the warrior, which is very important and necessary to create a healthy society. Collaboration of rich traditional ayurvedic therapy with evidence-based medicine system will also be able to assure all aspects of health along with appropriate diagnosis and safe management of acute as well as chronic diseases. Judicious combination of both the systems had been also found to show sustained improvement in health, requirement of smaller doses of medicine, or medicine-free treatment after some time. This amalgamation would utilize ayurveda's 'vision' to explore not just how to avoid disease but also how to proactively develop and maintain a healthy state.

Identifying, exploring and verifying various ayurvedic concepts by modern medicine are already helping healthcare systems grow better and wider. Ayurveda emphasizes the treatment of disease in highly individualized manner as it believes that every individual is unique in having different constitution. The concept of ayurveda has given a vision to the scientists to study the genetic makeup of a person deeply to mark an individual susceptible for predisposition to any disease, prediction of disease prognosis and also to govern the choice of therapy. Connection of phenotypic features with genotype can develop as 'personalized medicine' if two medicine systems work together. Similarly, nano drug particles are a recent thrust for scientific research for their rapid and targeted action.

There is an urgent need for allopathic and ayurvedic practitioners to work together and develop an understanding of the diverse healing traditions and enhancing the communication skills in order to optimize the risk benefit profile of the medicines. An intermediator is required at this early stage of amalgamation who can mutually understand both the traditional and modern sciences to retain the link while keeping the originality intact.
Synch with the mission of creating pathways through career to future, the Nims University has emerged as the largest and best self-financed university in North-India. Structured at par with the composite model universities of the leading nations of the world, the Nims University has been legendary in quality teaching and action oriented research in all disciplines. Adjacent to the Aravali ranges and located in the outskirt of the pink city of India, the University has been listed in the top ten medical universities in India and heading towards a leading center of education in health sciences to human sciences, technical training to advanced engineering, personnel management to corporate management, creative literature to innovative multimedia, art and architecture. The University is established under The Nims University Rajasthan, Jaipur Act, 2008 enacted by the Government of Rajasthan, and duly recognized by the UGC as well as apex level regulatory councils. Being an exemplary landmark in the area of Higher Education, its lush green campus, state-of-art infrastructure, and modern laboratory equipped with latest technology, interactive pedagogy, and academia with proven proficiency, the Nims University has been the paradise for thousands of on-campus as well as off-campus learners.

**“India Education Excellence Award-2013”**

**National Award to The Nims University -2015**
Best University in India for Innovations and Skill Development

Jointly given by
Ministry of Labour & Employment, National Skill Development Council, MSME, Government of India, Adjunct with ASSOCHAM on 20 January, 2015 at New Delhi
H’ble Minister of State Labour and Employment,
SRI BANDARU DATTATREYA
confering Award to
Prof.(Dr.) BALVIR S. TOMAR
H’ble Chairman & Chancellor, NIMS University, Jaipur
on 20/1/2015 at New Delhi
(President ASSOCHAM and Director General DGET are seen along)

**Global Environment Award 2015**

Given to the Nims University for The Outstanding Performance in Reducing Pollution and Environment Management
Jointly by Energy and Environment Foundation And Ministry of New And Renewable Energy (MNRE)
MESSAGE

I am happy to learn that the International Conference on Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatobiliary Transplant and Nutrition; Controversies and Consensus-New Dimensions to Explore” is being organized in the Nims University, Jaipur from 11-14, February, 2016.

I take this opportunity to extend my warm greetings and best wishes to the President PGHTNCON 2016 for the integration a symposium of Indian Medicinal system into this modern mega medical scientific event.

I hope this conference will provide advance understanding of normal development, physiology and pathophysiology of diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, liver and nutrition in children and it will also improve professional competence, quality of care, and patient outcomes by disseminating knowledge through different scientific symposia.

(Shrepad Naik)
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
Department of Kayachikitsa
Institute of Medical Sciences

Prof. Ram Harsh Singh
Distinguished Professor,
Banaras Hindu University
Formerly Professor-Head & DEAN
Faculty of Ayurveda BHU and
Vice Chancellor, RAU Jodhpur

Varanasi – 221005
e-mail: rh_singh2001@yahoo.com
Contact No.9452301033
Correspondence Address:
6,Ganga Bagh, Lanka, Varanasi-221005

Dec.3, 2015

Message

I am happy to learn that the NIMS University of Jaipur is organizing an interdisciplinary International Conference on Feb, 11-14, 2016 in Jaipur India on the theme of Integrative Practice of Medicine where the specialists of different branches of medicine will deliberate on the emerging scope of integrative practice in the areas of their specialization. I send herewith my best wishes for the success of this unique event and my felicitations to the prospective delegates attending this conference.

The experiences of last few decades have made it clear that the paradigms in the field of medicine are shifting fast from illness to wellness, from disease to health, from mere medicine to lifestyle management and from intensive curative medicine to promotive and preventive health care. It has also become increasingly obvious that no one single system of medicine including Allopathy is adequate to tackle all health problems of humanity today and hence ‘Medical Pluralism’ is becoming a reality. India is the hub of Medical Pluralism for centuries. The extended demand of evidence based practice of Traditional medicine is now being adequately addressed at all levels with noticeable rays of hope as can be seen by the Nobel Prize of Medicine for 2015 going to Dr. Youyou Tu of Traditional Chinese Medicine for discovery of a breakthrough medicine for Malaria from a Chinese herb.

Prof. Ram Harsh Singh
Distinguished Emeritus Professor
Banaras Hindu University
Varanasi
On behalf of Six Sigma Healthcare, I (Dr. Pradeep Bhardwaj) convey my best wishes to National Symposium on "Indian Medicinal system into modern medicine- An approach by AYUSH" to be organized by Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, Transplant and Nutrition (SPGHTN) at NIMS university Jaipur, Rajasthan, India on February 11, 2016. The aim of this symposium to explore interconnectedness of man & nature from an Ayurvedic point of view. The theme is very important and quite relevant to the present context. I hope this event will be a booster dose in healthcare sector. I must appreciate the Creativity, Brainstorming, Leadership and hard work done by Prof. (Dr.) Balbir Tomer, Chancellor – NIMS University.

I am also very happy to know that a large number of eminent scientist and clinician from all over the world will be participating in this mega scientific event and discuss their valuable research, innovation and experiences in area ayurvedic field. The event will also give good exposure to researchers to the research and latest development in Ayurveda. I invite all healthcare professionals to benchmark the best practices in above mega event at Jaipur.

My best wishes to all Delegates, Organizers, Speakers and Key Note speakers.

(Dr. Pradeep Bhardwaj)

I warmly welcome all esteemed delegates at NIMS Jaipur, Rajasthan, India.

On behalf of “Six Sigma Healthcare & Global Institute of Healthcare Management” I am pleased to write this message for my colleagues, esteem delegates from the participating countries. This symposium is a unique platform, where the delegates will get a chance to visit the unique university – NIMS, interactive demonstrations, case studies and vibrant posters etc.

The top speakers will inspire and encourage you to take the journey ahead in healthcare sector. I hope this event will add value in your knowledge and medical career. I would like to extend my sincere thanks to the Chancellor and Organizer of this symposium.

All the best... Let's do some value addition in making this event a great success.

JAI HIND!!

(Dr. Anita Bhardwaj)
Highlight of Symposium

- Focal Theme Pavilion: ‘Health Challenges and Ayurveda’
- Business opportunities for manufacturers and suppliers of medicines, herbal products, cosmetics, medicinal plants and raw materials, herbal extracts, equipment, instruments, allied utilities, publications etc.
- Actively supported by ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (AYUSH)
- Business opportunities for manufacturers and suppliers of medicines, herbal products, cosmetics, medicinal plants and raw materials, herbal extracts, equipment, instruments, allied utilities, publications etc.
- Business opportunities for service providers such as hospitals, clinics, consultancy firms, research outsourcing centres, production outsourcing companies, product development institutions etc.

What does the work aim to achieve?

- Provide a much-needed showcase for the AYUSH sector in India
- Showcase the achievements of the AYUSH Councils
- Enable the ayurvedic industry, allied products and services to interact directly with the Consumers
- Facilitate interaction between the industry delegates
- Register Ayurveda in the minds of consumers
- Motivate students and researchers

Who can participate?

AYUSH Industry manufacturers | Traders | Hospitals | Clinics | Consultancy firms Research outsourcing centres | Production outsourcing companies Product development institutions | National & International Universities National & International Educational Institutions | Laboratories Resorts and spas | Ayurvedic hospitals | Cosmetics ~ manufacturers / Traders
Private Educational Institution | NGOs | Equipments ~ Manufacturers / Traders R & D Institutions | Book publishers |
Medical plant nursery / Cultivator herbarium

Scientific Highlight Programme:

- "Integrative practice of Ayurvedic medicine."
- "A Review of Concept of Integration Medicine with Modern Medical Science in the Light of Ancient Treatise of Ayurveda”.
- "Integration of Ayurveda with modern science without diluting its fundamental principles"
- Integrative approach based on Ayurveda for Public Health
- Ayurvedic research methodologies-imperative to create evidence conducive to preserve scientific principles and practices of classical Ayurveda
- Clinical Methods for integrating Ayurveda and Modern Medicine
- Enrichment of Modern Medicine by Ayurveda
- Amalgamation of ayurveda with allopathy: A synergistic approach for healthy society
- The importance of interdisciplinary research in Ayurveda
- Understanding clinical application of Intragative medicine
Key Note National Speakers (AYUSH)

Prof. Ram Harsh Singh,
Professor Emeritus,
Banaras Hindu University
Varanasi, India

Dr. S. Sachidananda Kamath
President
Indian Academy of Pediatrics

Dr. V.P. Trivedi,
Ex-Assistant Director,
Central Council for Research in
Ayurveda and Siddha (CCRAS)
Lucknow

Dr. Pradeep Bhardwaj
MMA, MPhil, Hosp. Mgmt.,
MPhil, NABH, JCI, MPh, MDP-18
Ahmedabad
PGDM, PDDHA, PSPDMLS,
LLB – Medicine & Law, FIMH-15,
Hyderabad
Group Medical Director & CEO
Six Sigma Star Healthcare Limited, New Delhi

Dr. Anita Bhardwaj
Dy. Director
Six Sigma Healthcare Pvt. Ltd.,
New Delhi

Dr. U. S. Singh
Ex-Research Officer Incharge,
Center Research Institute of Ayurveda,
Lucknow

Prof. Rabinarayan Acharya
Professor, Gujarat Ayurvedic
University, Jamnagar, Gujarat

Key Note National Speakers (PGHTNCON-2016)

Dr. S. Sachidananda Kamath
President
Indian Academy of Pediatrics

Dr. V.G. Mohan Prasad
National Past President -
Society of Gastrointestinal
Endoscopists of India

Dr. Anil C. Anand
President
Indian Society of
Gastroenterology

Dr. Kiran Aggarwal
President, Indian Academy of
Pediatrics, Delhi Chapter,
New Delhi

Dr. Pravin Mehta
Hon. Secretary
Indian Academy of Pediatrics

Dr. Naveen Thakkar
President Elect
Asia Pacific Pediatric Association

Dr. Rakesh Kochhar
Secretary
Indian Society of
Gastroenterology

Dr. A.S. Soin,
Gurgaon, India

Dr. Dheeraj Shah
Editor in chief, Indian Pediatrics

Dr. Shobha J Bhatia
Editor in Chief
Indian journal of Gastroenterology

Dr. Pramod Jog
President Elect
Indian Academy of Pediatrics

Dr. Neelam Mohan
Director
Hepatology & Liver Transplantation,
Medanta – The Medicity

Dr. Santhosh John Abraham
President,
Association of Surgeon of India

Dr. Kaiser Raja
Consultant Liver Diseases
and Transplantation,
Global Integrated Liver Care
Programme, Bangalore

Dr. Subash Gupta,
Chief Liver Transplant/
HPB Surgeon & Director CLBS
Apollo Hospital, Delhi, India

Dr. Dr. Surender Yachha
Professor and Head,
Department of Pediatric
Gastroenterology, SGPGIMS, Lucknow

Dr. S. K. Sarin
Director, ILBS, New Delhi

Dr. Anshu Shrivastava
Additional Professor,
Department of Pediatric
Gastroenterology, SGPGIMS, Lucknow

Dr. C.M. Chhajer
Tripura Medical College,
Agartala

Dr. S. K. Sarin
Director, ILBS, New Delhi

Dr. V.K. Dixit
President Indian Association
for The study of Liver
(INASL)

Dr. Surender Yachha
Professor and Head,
Department of Pediatric
Gastroenterology, SGPGIMS, Lucknow

Dr. Mohamed Reja
Head and Chief Surgeon,
HPB and Liver Surgery
Hyderabad

Dr. R. B. Satyaprakash
Senior Professor and
Head Department of
Gastroenterology,
M S Ramnath Memorial Hospital,
Bangalore.
MEMBERS
CHAIRMAN
PROF. (DR.) ANIL DHAWAN
Director
Pediatric Liver Gi and Nutrition Center
Clinical Director-King’s College Hospital, London(UK)

VICE-CHAIRMAN
DR. HARLAND STEVEN WINTER
Director, Pediatric Inflammatory Bowel Disease Program Boston Children Hospital,
Boston, USA

MEMBERS
DR. MARK BEATTIE
Southampton General Hospital,
Southampton, UK
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Director of the Institute of Gastroenterology
Nutrition and Liver Diseases, Israel

DR. STUART KAUFMAN
Morristown Medical Center-
Goryeb Children’s Hospital, Morristown, USA
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Dr. Khyati Mehta
Portland, USA

Dr. Zulkifli Ismail
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Dr. Le Thi Hop
Vietnam

Dr. Anil Darbari
Washington DC, USA

Prof. Osamu Yokosuka
President, APASL

Dr. M.A. Benninga
Amsterdam, Netherland
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President, ESPGHAN, Germany
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CHAIRPERSON
LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE,
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MANAGING DIRECTOR
M.B.B.S., MD
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Registraon Terms & Condions

• Registration can be done through Cash / Cheque/Demand Draft/ Online payment gateway.
• Cheque/Demand Draft to be drawn in favour of “ Soc.of Pediatric Gastro Hepatology Transplant and Nutrition PGHTNCON 2016” payable at Jaipur.
Name, Mobile No., email id to be written on the reverse of Cheque/ Demand Draft. Please send cheque/ Demand Draft to the Conference Secretariat along with duly filled registration form.
• Please send the scan copy of transaction slip or provide the UTR (transaction number) along with the duly filled form to email pghtncon2016@gmail.com and hardcopy to be send to conference secretariat to complete the registration process (all bank transfer charges are to be paid by the delegate. Add the bank transfer charges to the amount you pay to your bank).
• Post Graduate students must submit a certificate/bona fide letter from Head of Department along with registration form.
• Accompanying persons & children will not be allowed to attend the scientiﬁc sessions and exhibitions.
• All Bank charges for remittance must be paid by the registrant.
• Please note that the fee must be transferred under the registrant’s name and must be stated on the receipt. For processing please send the receipt to PGHTNCON-2016 Secretariat by e-mail: pghtncon2016@gmail.com

Abstracts Guidelines
Font Type: abstracts should be prepared in Microsoft Word Arial, 12 point with single line spacing, typeface, with the title in boldface.
Abstract Text (250 words) Abstracts should be structured and organized to include the following:
• Background/rationale: indicate the purpose and objective of the research, the hypothesis that was tested or description of the problem being analyzed or evaluated.
• Methods: describe the setting/location for the study, study design, study population, data collection and methods of analysis used.
• Results: present as clearly and detailed as possible the ﬁndings/outcome of the study, with speciﬁc results summarized in a form. It is not desirable to simply state; like: “The results will be discussed.”
• Discussion: The study findings may be correlated with literature evidence
• Conclusion: briefly discuss the data and main outcome of the study.

Poster Size:
The size of the poster should be 3x4 feet. (Last date of Abstract Submission is 31° December 2015.)
PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

Afghanistan  Algeria  Argentina  Australia  Bangladesh  Belgium

Bolivia  Botswana  Brazil  Canada  Chile  China

Congo  Croatia  Czech  Egypt  Germany  Ghana

Greece  Hungary  Iran  Israel  Italy  Jamaica

Japan  Jordan  Kuwait  Malaysia  Morocco  Nepal

Netherlands  Pakistan  Palestine  Panama  Paraguay  Peru

Philippines  Poland  Portugal  Romania  Saudi arabia  Singapore

South Africa  Spain  Sri Lanka  Switzerland  Taiwan  Turkey

UK  USA  Uzbekistan  Venezuela  Vietnam

Uganda  cuba  Mali  Slovenia  France
INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS

- Berthold V. Kollek, Germany
- Harland Steven Winter, USA
- M.A. Remtia, Netherlands
- Sunder Thormann, USA
- Ivonne Fuller Cameron, USA
- Ron Shapiro, USA
- Ronald J. Sokol, USA

- David R. Mack, Canada
- Robert Mark Beattie, UK
- Eduardo Weiss Debol, Chile
- Richard Thompson, UK
- Nikhil Thapar, UK
- Neil Shah, UK
- Prof. Catherine Geissler, UK

- Raman Shamir, Israel
- Theobald Owusu-Ansah, Ghana
- Ali Zafarian, Iran
- Michael Stephens, Philippines
- Manuel Katz, Israel
- Dr Leo Way Seab, Malaysia
- Aisha Mehnaz, Pakistan

- Eman M. Salem, Saudi Arabia
- Ulrich Baumann, Germany
- Helga Verena Lomn Calix, Brazil
- Christopher A Bell, UK
- Ishb Numan Shehadah, Jordan
- Themis Silviris, Brazil
- Sylvia Mannu Crochet, Chile

- Homiex Urbina-Medina, Venezuela
- Ryan Carvallio, USA
- Iva Huyak, Croatia
- Khalil Al-Mudafi, Saudi Arabia
- Ozlem Duman, Texas
- Le Thi Hop, Vietnam
- Yasir Waheed, Pakistan

- Fawaa alrefaee, Kuwait
- Dominic Skne, Ghana
- Osamu Yosokiva, Japan
- Michael J. Wilton, St. Petersburg
- Shirin Eyre, Jamaica
- Nanda Kerkar, USA
- Golamreza Khastan, Kuwait

- Itzi Pecor, Israel
- Ayesha Sar, USA
- Ender Pekhmenogl, Turkey
- Emmanuel Leboeuf, Israel
- Jörg Zehetl, Belgium
- Edmund Sogun, Cuba
- Vilka Soviet, Washington

- Cecilia Zubiri, Argentina
- Elizabeth G. Martinez, Philippines
- Juliet Sto-Quipullar, Philippines
- Cecilia K. Deva, Ghana
- Marianna Suny, UK
- Elianne de sa Roy Nel, South Africa
- Virgimma Anido Escobar, Cuba

- Mohamed Musaik Darman, Bangladesh
- Mohammad Mauzol Darman, Bangladesh
- Mohamed Mauzol Darman, Bangladesh
- Mohamed Mauzol Darman, Bangladesh
- Mohamed Mauzol Darman, Bangladesh
- Mohamed Mauzol Darman, Bangladesh
Meeting Support Opportunities......

Invited symposia are chosen and organized according to scientific importance and timeless. Each of these symposia consist of invited speakers who are recognized experts in their field and are presented without competition. Intermittent slides of the Sponsor to be shown during pre and post lecture and sponsor name and logo on the backdrop.

Scientific Hall will be named by the sponsor company for One conference day i.e. Hall – B (xyz company)

Abstracts are presented at poster sessions each day of the conference, Posters are located in the Lawn.

The company will bear the cost of travel, hospitality and sightseeing, of the International speaker and in turn the company can advertise during the guest lecture. Speaker will be finalized with the consent of scientific committee.

The company will bear the cost of travel, hospitality and sightseeing, of the National speaker and in turn the company can advertise during the guest lecture. Speaker will be finalized with the consent of scientific committee.
**Inaugural Dinner along with cultural evening**
(February 11th, 2016)

**Banquet Dinner along with cultural evening**
(February 12th, 2016)

**Taste of India Dinner**
(February 13th, 2016)

**Daavate E - NIMS**
(February 14th, 2016)

### Hospitality & Transport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permission for operating and managing the welcome desk at the Airport and Railway station. Routes to be named after the brands of the Sponsor, Logo of the Sponsor on the route chart signages, Permission to distribute Promotional material inside the Shuttle buses, Permission for Branding on shuttles between the parking lots and other areas to the venue as per designs to be approved by the Organising Committee. (Permission from authorities, Nagar nigam and manning of the desk to be the responsibility of the Sponsor).</td>
<td>5 Lacs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dinners (Four)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsors Name on the Dinner cards, Prominent and exclusive credit to the Sponsor at the location of Food courts including the Company Logo and name. Entry for 10 Officials of the Sponsor inside the Dinner venue. Sponsors Name and Logo on the Stage Backdrop, and side wings, exclusive mention of Sponsor by the anchor during the cultural evening programme.</td>
<td>12 Lacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission for operating and managing the welcome desk at the Airport and Railway station. Routes to be named after the brands of the Sponsor, Logo of the Sponsor on the route chart signages, Permission to distribute Promotional material inside the Shuttle buses, Permission for Branding on shuttles between the parking lots and other areas to the venue as per designs to be approved by the Organising Committee. (Permission from authorities, Nagar nigam and manning of the desk to be the responsibility of the Sponsor).</td>
<td>5 Lacs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lunch (Four)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signages carrying the name and logo shall be present in the catering area and on the invitation cards.</td>
<td>10 Lacs each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Refreshment Breaks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide attendees with a refreshing break as they peruse the Exhibits or poster sessions. Refreshment stations will be set up throughout the hall for attendees convenience, Optionally at your company’s expense, you may provide plates napkins ad table runners with the company or product name and logo.</td>
<td>6 Lacs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Delegate Registration 5 Lacs  
The Registration counters to be named after the Sponsor. Permission for Branding of the counters as per the specification to be approved by the Organising committee. One Welcome Counter near the Registration counter for welcoming the delegates before the registration with tilak and Flower Buds and flower buds.

Printing and Postage 5 Lacs  
Printing and postage of 1st Announcement brochure & Final Announcement brochure. Announcement brochure to carry the name and logo of the sponsor.

Conference Bags 10 Lacs  
Conference bags provide an excellent opportunity to place your corporate logo on an item that will be used and seen by participants every day of the conference.

Bag Inserts 3 Lacs  
Double your exposure by inserting a flyer, program announcement, job opportunity, or product into the conference tote bags; every attendee receives a bag and all bag inserts must be pre-approved by PGHTNCON-2016. All supporters will be responsible for supplying the
Announcement and Information Centre
5 Lacs
Announcement to be preceded by “This is ‘XYZ’ information centre” No other advertisement or product publicity to be done.

Internet Cafe
1 Lac
This valuable service allows attendees to access their email while away at the morning. These stations are always a busy and high traffic area at the meeting. Additional recognition includes signage in the Internet Center, as well as your company logo, booth number and link to your website on the screen saver at each station.

Advertisement on website
0.5 Lac
Advertisement would be posted on the website.

Clock Room
1.5 Lacs
Cloak Room at strategic locations to be named after the Sponsor. Permission for Branding inside the Cloak Room as per pre approved design. Luggage Tags with the name & logo of the Sponsor. Managing the cloak room shall be the responsibility of the sponsor.

RELAXATION ZONE (2)

SPouse AND KIDS ACTIVITY ZONE

- The Activity will be named after the Sponsor / Brand as XYZ Fun Zone.
- The Venue will be NIMS, Jaipur-Delhi Highway, Jaipur.
- This will be a complete Fun Activity Zone for the kids & Spouses with Games and Music on different theme every day and all cost of activities in the spouse and kid zone will be borne by the sponsor.
- The Activity shall be from 12th February to 14th February 2016 as per proposed schedule.
- The outline of the activities shall be done by the Organising Committee and minor changes can be made by the sponsor.
- The Sponsor will do the branding inside the area on its own cost, however the branding has to be approved by the Organising Committee.
- Branding is not allowed on the outside walls of the area except the welcome gate at the entrance of the area.
- The intensity of the Sound system inside the area shall be regulated to ensure that it remains confined inside the area.
- All Gifts and Prizes for various activities shall be provided by the Sponsors in consultation with the Organising Committee.

* In addition to the above cost, Service Tax as per Government Rules.

Hours of Operation
The Exhibition Hall will be open at Specified Scheduled time each day as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Opening Time</th>
<th>Closing Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 10th, 2016</td>
<td>Set up</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>Remains open for Set Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 11th, 2016</td>
<td>Exhibition</td>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 12th, 2016</td>
<td>Exhibition</td>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 13th, 2016</td>
<td>Exhibition</td>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 14th, 2016</td>
<td>Exhibition</td>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit Space (Terms & Conditions)

- The Organisers will provide a Basic Shell Scheme Booth Structure with One Table, Two Chairs, One 5 Amp Electric Point and Three Spot Lights.
- The Organisers reserve the right to rearrange the Floor plan or any part of it, at any point of time without prior notice.
- The organisers reserve the right to change the venue and date of the Exhibition in case of unavoidable circumstances without prior notice.
- Use of Special Signage and Lighting is permitted to all Exhibitors at their own cost.
- Additional amenities such as Telephone lines, Internet Facilities, Broadband Data Services, Special Electric connection, Special lighting, Additional furnishing, Audio Visual and Hired Manpower can be made available to the Exhibitors at an additional cost by the Conference Managers with advance request and payments.
- Exhibitors who engage the Services of a Management Firm to furnish their booths should furnish a Letter of Authority to the firm to act on their behalf.
- No Temporary worker shall be allowed at the exhibition site after 9 AM on 12th Feb. 2016 under any situation.
- All Employees, Representatives and hired workers who wish to be present in the Exhibition Area after 9 AM on 12th Feb. 2016 will be required to be registered as a Non Member.
- Exhibition booths must be staffed during Exhibition hours and the Booth Staff is expected to dress up and conduct them in a manner consistent with a Medical Meeting.
- Booth Lectures are not allowed.
- No sale in Cash or Credit shall be allowed in the Booths, however booking could be done for delivery at a later date. The Organising Committee shall in no way be liable for any Tax liability incurred for any sale / booking transaction undertaken by the Exhibitors.
- All display items must conform in all respects to applicable safety, health, biohazard and fire codes and standards. Smoking is strictly prohibited within the boundary of the exhibition area and the conference campus.
- Public Address and amplifying devices that project sound beyond the Exhibition Booth is not permitted.
- All Exhibitors must insure their Exhibits and Equipment against Theft, Fire and Damage due to Natural Calamities. The organiser will not bear any insurance charges.
- The Exhibitor assumes the entire responsibility and liability for Losses, Damages and Claims to the Exhibitor displays; equipment and other property brought onto the premises of the Exhibition Area and shall indemnify and hold harmless the Organisers as well as the Owners of the Conference venue and their agents and employees.
- Booking of Exhibition Space once made cannot be cancelled and refund of money is not permissible.
- Exhibitors cannot serve any eatables/Snacks and drinks/beverages inside the exhibition area except with the prior approval of the organisers.
- Exhibitors need to ensure that the exhibition area occupied is neat and clean and any storage material is not stored inside the exhibition area, however the storage material can be placed in the exhibitors cloak room to be provided by the organisers at extra cost.
Exhibition Layout

Map not in scale, actual layout may vary. This is just illustration purpose only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stall No.</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Stall Charges INR*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 47, 57, 92</td>
<td>3m x 3m</td>
<td>INR 4 lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67, 77</td>
<td>3m x 3m</td>
<td>INR 3.5 lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18, 27, 28, 37, 38, 48, 58, 68, 78, 87</td>
<td>3m x 3m</td>
<td>INR 2.5 lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-17, 19-26, 29-36, 39-46, 49-56, 59-66, 69-76, 79-86, 88-91</td>
<td>3m x 3m</td>
<td>INR 1.5 lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>3m x 2m</td>
<td>INR .75 lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93-107</td>
<td>3m x 2m</td>
<td>INR .50 lac</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In addition to the above cost, Service Tax as per Government Rules.
Print Media Sponsorship Opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Souvenir Sponsorship Opportunities (INR)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside Back Cover (Color)</td>
<td>2.5 Lacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Front Cover (Color)</td>
<td>1.5 Lacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Back cover (Color)</td>
<td>1.2 Lacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Page (Color)</td>
<td>1 Lacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Page (Color)</td>
<td>.60 Lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Page (Black &amp; White)</td>
<td>.5 Lac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Page (Black &amp; White)</td>
<td>.3 Lac</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In addition to the above cost, Service Tax as per Government Rules.

Payment Methods

NEFT: BANK TRANSFER INFORMATION :-
All Cheque/DD drawn in favor of:
“Soc. of Pediatric Gastro Hepatology Transplant and Nutrition PGHTNCON 2016” payable at Jaipur.
Account Name: Soc. of Pediatric Gastro Hepatology Transplant and Nutrition PGHTNCON 2016
Bank Name: ICICI Bank Ltd.  Account No.: 679701701031  Branch Address: Manoharpur- 303104
MICR No.: 303229201  RTGS/NEFT IFS Code: ICICO006797  SWIFT/BIC Code: ICICINBBNRI

CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT:
Prof (Dr.) Balvir S. Tomar
President, PGHTNCON 2016
NIMS University, Shobha Nagar,
Jaipur - Delhi Highway, Jaipur (Rajasthan) 303 121 India
Email : pghtncon2016@gmail.com, info@pghtn.com
Contact No. : +91 97999 27340, +91 7023764404
Website : www.pghtn.com
NIMS Hospital, a superspecialty tertiary care hospital, is a constituent unit of NIMS University. It provides the most modern treatment for all diseases and disorders and has modern, sophisticated diagnostic and therapeutic facilities. NIMS have spread across 17 acres. It has 25 operating theatres, 1100 Beds and over 65 critical care beds. The hospital outpatient department attracts more than 2000 patients daily not only from rural area of Rajasthan but also many parts of the country. Nims Super Speciality Hospital, having ultra-modern facilities viz Angiography, Angioplasty, Bypass Surgery, Valve Replacement Surgery, Laparoscopic Stone Removal & Prostate Surgery, Dialysis, Kidney Transplant, Knee/ Hip Replacement, Spinal Surgery, Neuro Surgery, Cornea transplant, Lens replacement Infertility Treatment along with IVF.

**NIMS HEART INSTITUTE**

As a Centre for Excellence in Interventional Cardiology & with its latest technological advances, Nims Heart Institute pledges to provide world class care to its patients. Department of Cardiology, Nims Superspeciality Hospital, Jaipur is providing OPD and Indoor Services which include Speciality OPD Clinics like:
- Lipid Clinics
- Cardiac Rehabilitation Clinic
- Pace Maker & Arrhythmia Clinic
- Preventive Cardiac Diseases Clinic

**INSTITUTE OF PAEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGY, HEPATOLOGY & NUTRITION**

Institutes provide comprehensive A to Z facilities for infant, Children and Adolescents with Gastrointestinal and Liver disorders including the highest level of liver, pancreas and intestine care. Institute have been built on the principle to provide sophisticated technical facilities and the highest standard of healthcare delivery to equate with the best in the world.

**NIMS INSTITUTE CARDIO-THORACIC & VASCULAR SURGERY**

In Nims Heart Institute, we have 4 fully Automatic Modular OTs with Laminar Flow and world class HEPA Filters & AHUs. Our Cardiac OTs are equipped with latest IABP Machine, SARN 8000 Heart Lung Machine, latest Anaesthesia Work Station, Syringe Pumps, MACQUET LED Lights and world class CE approved Operative Instruments.

**ACHIEVEMENTS**
- More than 1000 Urological procedures till date.
- Advanced Laparoscopic Urological Surgeries
- Retrograde Renal Surgeries: We do all Emergency Urological Surgeries 24x7 round the year.

**NIMS INSTITUTE OF Nephrology**

- We are doing more than 250 Hemodialysis per month for last one year.
- We are doing all Nephrology Procedures (i.e. Renal Biopsy, AV Fistula, Perm Catheter Insertion, HD Catheter Insertion, CAPD, AV Graft, AV Fistula Angio & stenting) routinely. We are having Nephro OPD of around 30 patients and IPD of 20 patients.
- Renal Transplant.

**NIMS FERTILITY AND IVF RESEARCH CENTRE**

NIMS Fertility & Research Centre is the only centre practicing Fertility Practice in rural area, there is no other centre till 50 Km in its vicinity providing IVF facility along with a very nominal charge to the patient with unparalleled success.

**NIMS INSTITUTE OF HIP & JOINT REPLACEMENT**

Our surgeons perform more than 1500 joint replacement surgeries each year, the highest volume of any hospital in India. The Centre have the most orthopaedic surgeons, anesthesiologists, Magnetnurses and rehabilitation specialists, each committed to supporting the treatment plans tailored to each patient’s specific needs.

**NIMS EYE INSTITUTE**

NIMS Eye Institute Provides Cornea Service, Vitreo Retinal Services, Cataract & Communinity, Ophthalmology Services, Strabismus & Paediatric Ophthalmology, Occupancy Services, Contact Lense Services.

**INSTITUTE OF ORGAN TRANSPLANT**

Institute of organ transplant deliver personalized service to our patients and their families in a caring environment. Our surgeons using state of the art advanced and minimally invasive technology for living donors and transplant patients. We also look for new ways to provide organ transplant to patients who cannot be helped by other centers.
IN AND AROUND JAIPUR

THE CITY PALACE
It is a blend of Rajasthani and Mughal architecture. Arms, jewellery and royal dresses kept there give us a glimpse of life in those times.

HAWA MAHAL
The palace of winds is a stunning 5 storied semi octagonal monument having 152 windows with overhanging latticed balconies.

JANTAR MANTAR
This observatory has huge masonry monument used to study the sky. Even today the sun dials present give accurate timings.

IN AND AROUND RAJASTHAN

KUTUB MINAR
Qutub Minar is surrounded by several historically significant monuments, which are historically connected with the tower and are part of the Qutb Complex.

TAJ MAHAL
The Taj Mahal is regarded by many as the best example of Mughal architecture and is widely recognized as "the jewel of Muslim art in India".

AJMER
The Dargah Khwaja sahib is one of the holiest Muslim shrines. The Dargah is the final resting place of the great Sufi saint Khwaja Moinuddin Chisti - the bestower of boons.

UDAIPUR - LAKE CITY
The city of lakes is famous for tourist attractions like the imposing white edifice of the city palace situated right in the middle of Lake Pichola and the lake palace.

JODHPUR - SUN CITY
The blue city of India boasts of a rich heritage and culture with the magnificent Mehrangarh Fort and the exquisite Umaid Bhawan Palace.

JAISALMER - GOLDEN CITY
The glorious golden citadel of Thar today blooms with intricately carved havelis, old Jain temples and the glittering Sonar Kila.

Conference Secretariat
President - PGHTNCON 2016
Prof. Dr. Balvir S. Tomar
Chancellor
NIMS University, Shobha Nagar,
Jaipur - Delhi Highway, Jaipur (Rajasthan) 303 121 India
Email: pghhtncon2016@gmail.com, info@pghtn.com
Contact No.: +91 97999 27340, +91 7023764404
www.pghtn.com
REGISTRATION FORM
www.pgghtn.com

PLEASE FILL THE FORM IN CAPITAL LETTERS ONLY

Name
DOB
Sex: MALE FEMALE

Instiution ..................................................................................................................................................................
Designation ...............................................................................................................................................................

Address ....................................................................................................................................................................
City .............................................. Pin Code ........................................ State ..........................................................
Country......................................................

Telephone No. Resi.
Mob.
E-mail ....................................................................................................................................................................................

Name of Society & Membership No. if any.........................................................................................................................

* Name of Society & Membership No. if any

REGISTRATION FEE FOR SYMPOSIUM
Upto 30th Dec. 2015 On Spot
Indian Delegates 3000 INR 4000 INR
Indian Researcher/Physician 2000 INR 3000 INR
Indian Students / Accompanying Person 1000 INR 2000 INR

REGISTRATION FEE FOR INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Upto 30th Nov. 2015 Upto 30th Dec. 2015
Indian Delegate 5000 INR 7500 INR
International Delegate (Member)* 250 USD 350 USD
International Delegate (Non Member) 350 USD 400 USD
Student Delegate International 200 USD 250 USD
Students (PG / Fellow ) Delegate India 3500 INR 4000 INR

*Member of the any International / National / regional society of Pediatric Gastroenterology / Gastroenterology / Transplant / Hepatology / Nutrition (Proof have to submitted)

Accompanying Person / Spouse Name (1) .......................................................... (2) ..........................................

Total Registration Charges

MODE OF PAYMENT :
Demand Draft Cheque Bank Transfer Online Payment

NEFT: BANK TRANSFER INFORMATION :-
All Cheque/DD drawn in favor of : "Soc. of Pediatric Gastro Hepatology Transplant and Nutrition PGHTNCON 2016" payable at Jaipur.
Account Name : Soc. of Pediatric Gastro Hepatology Transplant and Nutrition PGHTNCON 2016
Bank Name : ICICI Bank Ltd. Account No. : 679701701031 Branch Address : Manoharpur-303104
MICR No. : 303229201 RTGS/NEFT IFS Code : ICIC0006797 SWIFT/BIC Code : ICICINBBRI

Online Registration Fee submission details :
Transaction No. .......................................................... Transaction Date : ............................................ Total Amount: ....................................................

Focused form can be send either by e-mail (scan copy) or through post/courier
Conference Secretariat:
Prof (Dr.) Balvir S. Tomar,
President PGHTNCON -2016
NIMS University, Shobha Nagar, Jaipur - Delhi Highway, Jaipur (Rajasthan) 303121 India
Email : pgghtncon2016@gmail.com Contact No. : +91-9799927340

Office Use only
Receipt No. ..........................................................
Registration No. ..........................................................